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Wikipedia is trusted.



Wikipedia is popular.



And that popularity is probably an 
underestimate, as Wikipedia 
content shows on a Google search 
without even a click-through.

Wikipedia’s often the first search result, 
unless, like here, the article is a bit crap.



A search for “1080” ranks the 
Wikipedia article— written by 
non-expert volunteers — …

…above this professionally–
written website.



That site was a collaboration between a 
dozen different organisations. Imagine 
if [warning: take-home message alert!] 
they’d put a fraction of that time, 
money, and expertise into improving 
Wikipedia instead. 



Anyone can edit a 
Wikipedia article. 
Just click.



The new visual editor looks like 
Word. You could type any old 
crap. You’d think this would be 
a recipe for disaster, but no. 
Wikipedia doesn’t work in 
theory, only in practice.



But if you don’t know 
what you’re doing, 
you can stuff up.



There are rules.



Well, “rules”. It generally works. But it’s 
currently male-dominated, and a few of the 
volunteers are dicks. (The cure: more women 
editors, editing more articles about women.)



Don’t edit articles 
about yourself, 
your mates, or 
your employer.



Be bold. Any stuff-
up can be undone. 
Every past version 
is saved.



There’s vandalism, 
and it’s usually 
swiftly fixed.

Here, software reverted some 
vandalism in less than a minute.

Here, a human editor fixed the 
vandalism 14 minutes later.

The edit history shows the 
usernames of all the editors, 
if they’ve created accounts.



This is 
pretty 
typical.



You should create an account if 
you plan on editing regularly. 

Every article has a 
Talk page, where 
problems and 
improvements can 
be discussed.



It can take a while to 
get around to fixing 
problems! We need lots 
more editors for NZ-
related topics.



The photos on 
Wikipedia pages are 
hosted by the sister 
site Wikimedia 
Commons. It’s a 
repository for freely-
usable images.



Photos have to be public domain 
or Creative Commons licensed –
but not NC (non-commercial). 
Wikipedia content has to open for 
any reuse. NC licenses are a big 
impediment to your organisation’s
content being shared and seen.



RNZ’s Critter of the Week 
uses Landcare Research’s 
lovely CC-BY licensed photos, 
and so does Wikipedia.



A team of 
volunteers makes 
sure each critter 
gets a good 
Wikipedia page.



Before



After



Organisations like the 
Royal Society have hosted 
workshops for new editors.



Edit-a-thons 
are for getting 
Wikipedians
together to 
blitz a single 
topic.



Search for me on Wikipedia 
for links to more examples.



Questions?
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Drop me a line on Twitter, leave a message 
on my Wikipedia talk page, or email me at 
giantflightlessbirds@gmail.com if you have 
questions or ideas or want to try a 
Wikipedia project of your own.


